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ABSTRACT: The favorable optoelectronic properties of metal
halide perovskites have been used for X- and γ-ray detection, solar
energy, and optoelectronics. Large electronic mobility, reduced
recombination losses of the electron−hole pairs, and high
sensitivity upon ionizing irradiation have fostered great attention
on technological realizations. Nevertheless, the recognized mixed
ionic-electronic transport properties of hybrid perovskites possess
severe limitations as far as long-timescale instabilities and
degradation issues are faced. Several eﬀects are attributed to the
presence of mobile ions such as shielding of the internal electrical
ﬁeld upon biasing and chemical interaction between intrinsic
moving defects and electrode materials. Ion-originated modulations of electronic properties constitute an essential peace of
knowledge to further progress into the halide perovskite device physics and operating modes. Here, ionic current and electronic
impedance of lead methylammonium iodide perovskite thick pellets are independently monitored, showing self-consistent patterns.
Our ﬁndings point to a coupling of ionic and electronic properties as a dynamic doping eﬀect caused by moving ions that act as
mobile dopants. The electronic doping proﬁle changes within the bulk as a function of the actual ion inner distribution, then
producing a speciﬁc time dependence in the electronic conductivity that reproduces time patterns of the type ∝ t , a clear
ﬁngerprint of diﬀusive transport. Values for the iodine-related defect diﬀusivity in the range of Dion ∼ 10−8 cm2 s−1, which
corresponds to ionic mobilities of about μion ∼ 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1, are encountered. Technological realizations based on thick
perovskite layers would beneﬁt from this fundamental information, as far as long-timescale current stabilization is concerned.
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INTRODUCTION
The signiﬁcant success achieved by hybrid organic−inorganic
lead halide perovskites is attributed to their outstanding light
harvesting and charge carrier collection properties. This has
motivated intensive research for photovoltaic applications1
and, among other subjects, for high-energy radiation detectors
and imaging devices for medical diagnostics. For instance, it is
well known that CH3NH3PbI3 (MAPI) shows promising
sensitivity for ionizing radiation detection with competitive
values compared to standard technologies.2 Similarly, the
favorable optoelectronic properties of similar perovskites have
been widely studied for X- and γ-ray detection, and complete
devices have been proved.3,4 Current realizations of perovskitebased radiation detectors are typically made of bulky devices
with absorber thicknesses up to millimeters to stop high-energy
X-ray photons, poly-to-monocrystalline morphology, and
asymmetric metallic contacts.5−7 These structural features
diﬀer from those encountered in thin-ﬁlm perovskite photo© 2021 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society

voltaics, where much is currently known about the electronic
characterization and modeling of the charge carrier transport
properties.8,9 Nevertheless, the mixed ionic-electronic transport properties of hybrid perovskites are still a puzzling subject
of research either for solar or ionizing radiation devices.
Moreover, there are not too many studies on the longtimescale electric response of ionizing energy detectors based
on thick perovskite layers3 and further understanding of their
working mechanisms is certainly needed.10
Classical modeling of semiconductor devices considers
mobile electronic carriers while includes the inﬂuence of
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ﬁxed ionic defects determining the electronic doping proﬁle.
Usually, transport properties of ionic species play a minor role
in the overall short-term operation. However, drift and
diﬀusion of dopants11,12 or intrinsic defects13,14 constitute
well-known degradation mechanisms in traditional solar cells
and other electronic devices. Degradation typically occurs
during long-term operational conditions, and the involved
ionic species come either from electrodes, or intermediate
layers in heterostructures, or result from the product of the
reactivity of the materials. Importantly, the mobility μion of
these ionic species in traditional semiconductor materials is
many orders of magnitude lower than typical values (μel ∼ 100
cm2 V−1 s−1) of the electronic mobility.9
As an example of an optoelectronic device in which the
interplay between electronic and ionic kinetic properties plays
a determining role, we can cite light-emitting electrochemical
cells.15 Here, the ionic charge dynamics is essential to explain
the time evolution of the light power emission as these
materials are mixed ionic-electronic conductors.16 For this kind
of disordered organic devices, electronic mobilities are
intrinsically lower (μel ∼ 10−5 cm2 V−1s−1) because of the
polaronic character of the carrier transport in amorphous
organic ﬁlms,17 approaching the expected ion mobilities μion of
∼ 10−8 to 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 in these materials.15 Also, oxygenvacancy transport in oxides18 is known to play a determining
role in memristive devices to tailor electrical resistance for data
storage and neuromorphic applications.19
For halide perovskite compounds, the dual ionic-electronic
character of charge transport complicates the device modeling
and forces the consideration of both faster and slower
mechanisms, related to electronic and ionic kinetics,
respectively.20,21 It is known that several intrinsic defects
(vacancies and interstitials as V+I , MA+i , V−MA, or I−i in the case of
MAPI)22,23 possess non-negligible transport properties.24,25
Several eﬀects are attributed to the presence of mobile ions
such as alteration of the internal electrical ﬁeld upon biasing,
through contact charge accumulation and shielding.26−28 The
chemical interaction between intrinsic moving defects and
electrode materials giving rise to losses in performance and
device instabilities is also reported.29,30
Moreover, the electronic and ionic dynamics relates through
coupling of either recombination or conduction electronic
carrier properties with defect distribution within the active
layer. In this line, it was suggested for perovskite solar cells that
carrier recombination ﬂux is highly dependent on the local
ionic environment, in such a way that upon operation, ions
move to reduce recombination resistance, slowing down the
nonradiative recombination rate.31,32 Also, the change in
doping proﬁle upon poling has been revealed by means of
Mott−Schottky analysis, signaling an interplay between ion
distribution and electronic density.33 Even more interesting is
the observation of electronic conductivity modulation in
connection with ionic migration. For example, the time
dependence of the electrical current in MAPI pellets with
planar symmetrical electrodes has been correlated with the
drift of the photoluminescence front upon biasing. The eﬀect is
explained by a sort of ion-induced modiﬁcation of the doping
proﬁle in which the drift of vacancies establishes the local
electron and hole concentration and consequently the steadystate electronic conductivity properties.34 In other cases, ion
diﬀusion, instead of drift, has been claimed as a suitable
explanation for the impedance relaxation at zero bias.35 This
last approach has permitted the estimation of the ion diﬀusion

coeﬃcient (Dion ∼ 10−8 cm2 s−1) in thick lead bromide
perovskite single crystals.
Hence, the coupling between ionic and electronic properties
in halide perovskites is a central issue that has mobilized many
eﬀorts and fostered important research during the last
years.36,37 Although some partial and/or indirect correlations
between ionic and electronic mechanisms have been proposed
or invoked as explanatory rationales of the device operation,
unambiguous observations of these mixed ionic-electronic
interplays are still obscure.38−41 However, deciphering ionoriginated modulations of electronic properties might constitute an essential piece of knowledge to further progress into
the halide perovskite device physics and operating modes.
Also, speciﬁc technological applications such as solar cells,
light-emitting diodes, or X- and γ-ray detectors would beneﬁt
from this fundamental information, particularly when longtimescale functioning and degradation paths become an issue.
In this work, the electrical response of ∼1 mm-thick
CH3NH3PbI3 microcrystalline pellets upon biasing is explored
by registering current transients and impedance spectra.
Several long-time experiments have been programmed that
observe clear ion diﬀusion trends in the range of 1 day.
Simultaneously, the electronic conductivity is monitored that
reproduces the same time patterns of the type ∝ t , a clear
ﬁngerprint of diﬀusive transport. Our ﬁndings point to couple
ionic and electronic properties as a dynamic doping eﬀect
caused by moving ions that act as mobile dopants. Ion
diﬀusion after removing bias changes the local doping density,
governing as a consequence the electronic transport. This
approach allows extracting values for the ion diﬀusivity in the
range of Dion ∼ 10−8 cm2 s−1, which correspond to ion
mobilities of about μion ∼ 10−6 cm2 V−1 s−1 by assuming
Einstein’s relation, in good agreement with other independent
measurements (see Table S2 in Supporting Information).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The samples under consideration were ∼1 mm-thick MAPI
microcrystalline pellets asymmetrically contacted with evaporated Pt and Cr electrodes of 1 cm2 area. The fabrication
details, basic morphology, and optoelectronic characterization
can be found in Table S1 of Supporting Information. The
Experimental Section also summarizes the used instrumentation and methods.
Short-Time Current Transients. We ﬁrst checked the
sample response to voltage steps (inset of Figure 1b). The
current transients after applying diﬀerent positive biases during
500 s are presented in Figure 1a. The electronic current is
delayed during the ﬁrst 200 s, presumably due to the
reordering of the ionic density.42 During the transient, the
electronic charge carriers may be inﬂuenced by the ionic drift,
which generates an ionic current with the same polarity as that
of the electronic current. Eventually, the ions accumulate near
the perovskite−electrode interfaces, increasing the ion-induced
built-in electric ﬁeld and leading to the simultaneous operation
of drift and diﬀusion currents before the ion accumulation
reaches the equilibrium condition.43,44 Maximum currents
upon bias application are registered in the range of μA cm−2
(Figure 1a). Subsequently, after positive biasing, the device is
then kept under short-circuit (0 V bias) conditions to observe
the relaxation current, as presented in Figure 1b.
When the external bias is removed, a small undershoot
current appears of the order of nA cm−2 with the opposite sign
(Figures 1b and S1b). That negative current is the ﬁngerprint
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ionic conductors, Dion ∼ 10−12 cm2 s−1,45−47 and even from the
previously reported faster ion migration coeﬃcient Dion ∼ 10−8
to 10−9 cm2 s−1 in lead halide perovskites.35,48,49 Similarly,
Einstein’s equation can be used to deduce a characteristic
mobility as
μion =

qDion
kBT

(2)

where q is the elementary charge, kB stands for the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the absolute temperature. From eq 2, the
previous estimation would entail μstion ∼ 6 × 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1,
which is far above previous determinations of ionic mobility in
MAPI8,50 (see Table S2). Consequently, the unphysical
inferred values of Dstion and μstion indicate that the characteristic
timescale of τst ∼ 200 s should involve ionic displacements
conﬁned within much narrow regions. For this timescale,
diﬀusion within the pellet competes with the remaining eﬀects
of the ionic built-in ﬁeld, which governs the early stages of the
relaxation toward equilibrium.
Long-Time Current Transients. The abovementioned
discussion suggests that long-range ionic diﬀusion would
require a longer timescale at short-circuit (0 V bias), where the
drift component due to the ionic built-in ﬁeld can be
neglected. Only then, the decay time constants can reﬂect
the dynamics of the diﬀusive ionic transport within the whole
layer thickness.35,42 Therefore, an experiment similar to that
previously schemed in the inset of Figure 1b was performed in
a timescale of days, as illustrated in Figure 2. Replicas of this
experiment are shown in Figure S2.

Figure 1. (a) Short-time current transients registered at diﬀerent
positive applied biases. In the inset, there is the corresponding
variation of the steady-state current (dots) and ﬁt (dashed line). (b)
Relaxation current registered after the positive biasing when the
device is kept under short-circuit condition (0 V). Similar responses
are obtained for negative biasing. The inset in (b) schemes the bias
step and order of magnitude and sign of the current transients.

of initial ion displacement to recover equilibrium distribution,
as remarked previously.42 Note that electronic displacement
currents should respond faster (∼μs) within the scale of the
dielectric relaxation time (see later on this concern). Zero-volt
current registering is then a way of observing ionic migration
without the perturbing contribution of electronic carriers. It is
observed that the ionic current decay occurs in two steps: ﬁrst,
a quick response during a few seconds and afterward, a slower
relaxation in a timescale of tens to hundreds of seconds. These
processes may correspond to the slow reduction of the ionic
built-in ﬁeld, which drifts backward the ions at the same time
that they diﬀuse to restore equilibrium.42 Negative overshoot
currents are always situated in the range of nA cm−2 (see
Figure 1b). The slower transient response can be ﬁtted using
an exponential decay to obtain a characteristic time constant of
τst ∼ 200 s (Figure S1b).
One might think about an ionic relaxation process involving
long distances within the perovskite thick layers. An estimation
of the ion diﬀusion coeﬃcient easily results using the next
expression

Figure 2. Long-time current transients of MAPI pellets in the dark,
under the applied external 10 V bias and subsequent zero bias, as
indicated. The solid red line corresponds to a ﬁt to a 1/ t decay law.

The current during forward biasing was recorded during
approximately 1 day, before switching to short-circuit
conditions, when the current was measured for around 2
days. During the polarization at +10 V, an increase in the drift
current is observed which seems to saturate at t ≫ 5 × 104 s.
Subsequently, after removing the applied bias, a nondiﬀusing
regime can be ﬁrst observed for t < 400 s, preceding a clear 1/
t law for t ≫ 400 s. It is well known that time dependences
of the type t can be taken as an indication for the occurrence
of diﬀusion mechanisms.48 As observed in Figure 2, the small
ionic current is masked by a noisy component that dominates
at longer times t > 5 × 104 s. Despite the noise of order ∼1 nA
cm−2, the diﬀusive component is clearly identiﬁed. Unfortu-

Ldiff 2
(1)
τ
where Ldiff = 0.55 mm is the eﬀective diﬀusion length that here
corresponds to half of the layer thickness because of the
structural symmetry. By including typical response times in
Figure 1b into eq 1, a hypothetical value for the short-timescale
diﬀusion coeﬃcient Dstion ∼ 1.5 × 10−5 cm2 s−1 is obtained. We
note that it is far from those reported for common solid-state
Dion =
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nately, the reduced signal-to-noise ratio precludes reproducing
these experiments using lower bias values.
The observed diﬀusive long-term current decrease can be
assumed to have a characteristic ionic diﬀusion time τlt ≥ 5 ×
104 s. Thus, using eqs 1 and 2, one can estimate an upper limit
for the long-timescale ionic diﬀusion coeﬃcient and mobility,
which are on the order of Dltion ∼ 10−8 cm2 s−1 and μltion ∼ 10−6
cm V−1 s−1, respectively. These values are evidently closer to
those previously reported,35,48,49 suggesting that the ionic
current transient observed in Figure 2 is a ﬁngerprint of ionic
diﬀusion mechanisms involving the entire pellet’s bulk.
Long-Time Impedance Recovery. The previous analysis
relies on monitoring small currents (1−10 nA cm−2), poorly
distinguishable from noise at longer times. An experimental
way of augmenting the signal-to-noise ratio consists of
measuring the current response to a perturbative stimulus at
several stages during the system relaxation at zero bias. This is
can be carried out the measurement of the impedance
spectroscopy (IS) response of the MAPI thick pellets (in the
frequency domain within 10−2 Hz < f < 106 Hz), where a small
voltage alternating-current (AC) mode perturbation (20 mV)
is superimposed to the direct-current (DC) mode bias (0 V).
Because of the small AC and DC values, the experiment is
always carried out within the ohmic electronic response
regime.10 Given that each impedance spectrum takes about
900 s to be registered, this procedure is a manner of exploring
the electronic conduction state of the active layer at diﬀerent
times. By examining Figure 3a, one can observe typical
impedance spectra of perovskite-based devices, which comprise
a resistor-capacitor (RC)-coupled subcircuit at higher
frequencies. As discussed previously,35 these circuit elements
represent the geometrical (dielectric) capacitance Cg = εε0A/L
and the electronic resistance R = L/σelA, where A is the active
area, ε is the dielectric constant, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
and σel accounts for the electronic conductivity. It is worth
noting that the characteristic response time for this RCg circuit
always lies within those values typical for electronic dielectric
relaxation timescales51 τdie ∼ 10 μs, reinforcing the electronic
origin of the high-frequency impedance response. The whole
spectra are analyzed and ﬁtted in terms of the equivalent circuit
given in Figure S3.
A detailed view of the high-frequency resistance variation at
zero bias for 12 h after removing +10 V bias can be observed in
the IS plot of Figure 3a. Once short-circuit (0 V) DC
conditions are imposed, the samples are able to slowly recover
the initial equilibrium. By examining Figure 3a, one can infer
that the sample resistance is a function not only of the applied
bias but also of the poling and recovering time. A closer
examination of the variation of the resistance extracted from
ﬁtting at zero bias is presented in Figure 3b. The resistance
shows a large initial value R1 at shorter recovering times (less
electronic conductive state) and progressively reduces to attain
a steady-state value R0 (background state) after a long
equilibration time of 12 h. Such a reduction in bulk resistance
is interpreted in terms of the increase in electronic carrier
density n, which relates to the electronic conductivity as σel =
qμeln. The limiting resistances R1 and R0 give rise to an increase
in carrier density from n1 = 9 × 108 cm−3 up to n0 = 7 × 109
cm−3, by assuming typical values for the electronic mobility as
μel = 10 cm2 V−1 s−1. Similar behavior is observed for negative
biasing (see Figure S4).
Our ﬁndings move us to consider that the redistribution of
ionic species along the layer bulk is accompanied by the
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Figure 3. (a) Variation of the impedance at zero bias after removing
+10 V bias and evolution with time. The dots correspond to the
experimental data obtained at diﬀerent time instants: 0 h (red), +2 h
(purple), +5 h (pink), +7 h (blue), +9 h (green), and 12 h (black).
The red solid lines correspond to the ﬁttings to the equivalent circuit
in Figure S2. (b) Long-time relaxation experiments (∼12 h) showing
the variation of the sample resistance extracted from impedance
spectral analysis as a function of time measured at zero bias. A
transition between initial large resistance R1 down to small resistance
R0 is observed. (c) Variation of the normalized resistance as a function
of time following the relationship of eq 3, for relaxation experiments
performed at zero bias after the previous long-term positive and
negative bias. The blue/purple solid lines represent linear ﬁttings.

change in electronic carrier density. The mechanism can be
viewed as a sort of the dynamic doping process in which
mobile ions act as dopants able to locally alter the doping
density. An alternative explanation of the resistance variation of
Figure 3b (not explored here) would imply a hypothetical iondriven modulation of the electronic mobility.
A model of the dynamic doping process accounting for the
resistance variation is outlined in Figure S5 of Supporting
Information. Our approach simpliﬁes the complex situation by
considering a sharp front separating two zones of high and low
carrier densities that shift as the ions diﬀuse to recover the
equilibrium ion concentration (background electronic conduction state). A simple expression is thereby derived as
35620
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mobile boundary between lower- and higher-doped regions in
accordance with the model outlined in Supporting Information. This is what we denote as the dynamic doping process.

(3)

■

which assumes a one-dimensional diﬀusion process with
Gaussian ion distribution and predicts a time dependence of
the kind t , keeping then the diﬀusive character as previously
observed for ionic depolarization currents in Figure 2.
Therefore, the resistance in Figure 3b can be normalized as
(R − R0)/(R1 − R0) and plotted as a function of t , as
presented in Figure 3c. By examining this plot, a linear trend is
clearly obeyed with a slope including the ion diﬀusivity as
3 2Dion /L , as derived from the analytical model of eq 3 and
purposely outlined in Supporting Information. After resistance
normalization, very similar trends are reproduced independently of the voltage sign in Figure 3c. The kinetic
independence on the bias sign would indicate a bulk origin,
rather than interfacial, for the mechanism behind the observed
electrical response. We note that a deviation from the linear
behavior occurs at shorter times (t < 5 × 103 s) in Figure 3c,
for which the simplicity of the model disregards second-order
depolarization eﬀects for greater moving ion concentrations.
For shorter times, the driving force for ion displacement
should certainly incorporate other mechanisms as the
relaxation of the ionic built-in voltage should include driftdriven processes in addition to the simple diﬀusion, in such a
way that the t dependence is no longer obeyed. In any case,
the linear response part in Figure 3c seems to reinforce the
predominance of diﬀusion mechanisms for t > 5 × 103 s of the
short-circuit regime after polarization.
From the linear ﬁtting slope in Figure 3c (valid for longer
times) and the experimental parameter L = 1.1 mm, one can
obtain a value for the ion diﬀusion coeﬃcient that results in
Dion = (3 ± 1)×10−8 cm2 s−1, averaging over several relaxation
experiments. We remark that the order of magnitude obtained
for Dion is in agreement with values reported for the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient of iodine-related defects. By nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR),52,53 values of order 10−9 cm2 s−1 were
obtained for I−, while MA+ exhibited smaller values in the
range of 10−15 to 10−12 cm2 s−1. From drift current
accompanied by electrical switching of luminescence,34 I−
diﬀusivity is obtained to be around 5 × 10−8 to 6 × 10−9
cm2 s−1. Also, current transient54 and capacitance transient55
analyses gave rise to a diﬀusion coeﬃcient of order 10−8 to
10−9 cm2 s−1 for I−. In addition, impedance analysis of the lowfrequency diﬀusion patterns yielded similar values.49 Therefore, we also assume that the relatively fast ion diﬀusion
coeﬃcient encountered here Dion ∼ 10−8 cm2 s−1 should be
related to the transport of mobile iodine defects. Other
possible moving ions such as MA+ and Pb2+ should certainly
exhibit much lower values.48,56
As a consequence, it is inferred that iodine vacancies V+I
dominate and establish the general background doping
character. As halide vacancies are considered a shallow donor
both for iodide and bromide perovskites,23,57 an n-type doping
character should be larger in zones in which the iodine vacancy
concentration increases. Upon biasing, the formation of rich
zones of iodine vacancies near the negatively biased contact is
expected, and the contrary for the positive contact. Large part
of the layer bulk undergoes a dedoping process as dopant ions
accumulate at the contacts. Therefore, an internal doping
proﬁle is formed that implies that the perovskite bulk can be
modeled as a sort of the semiconductor homojunction with a

CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing our results, we indicate that the present study
reveals several features to be included into a simulation of the
general device operation of mm-thick perovskite layers. (1) On
the one hand, long-timescale diﬀusion patterns are encountered which follows a t ‐dependence. This unambiguously
signals the ﬁngerprint of diﬀusive transport. (2) This time
dependence is simultaneously obeyed by current relaxation
(Figure 2) and impedance recovering (Figure 3). While longtime negative current undershoot at zero bias exclusively
registers the ion displacement, the impedance captures the
electronic small perturbation response at diﬀerent depolarization stages. This independent observation of diﬀusion patterns
reinforces the validity of our explanation. (3) As a
consequence, an ionic-electronic interplay should exist
between mobile ions that act as dopants and electronic
carriers. The electronic doping proﬁle changes depending on
the actual ion bulk distribution. This is the essence of the
dynamic doping mechanism formulated here. (4) The kinetics
of ionic depolarization is a multistep process. It starts by an
initial collapse of the ion diﬀusion layer (τdiff ∼ 200 s), built up
after biasing. Afterward, long-range diﬀusion occurs involving
much longer times (τL ∼ 105 s). From the analysis, the ion
diﬀusion coeﬃcient is extracted which lies within the range of
10−8 cm2 s−1, presumable connected to the iodine defect
transport.
We have proposed here a connection between ionic and
electronic properties that allow progressing into the halide
perovskite device physics and operating modes. Technological
realizations such as solar cells, light-emitting diodes, and,
particularly, X- and γ-ray detectors would beneﬁt from this
fundamental information, as far as long-timescale functioning
and current stabilization under biasing are concerned.

■

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Sample Preparation. The samples under consideration were ∼1
mm-thick MAPI microcrystalline pellets with a diameter of 15 mm.
The pellets were made by a soft-sintering process, which is described
in detail in ref 7 . The microcrystalline MAPI powder is commercially
available from Xi’an Polymer Light Technology Corp. It was ﬁlled
into a powder container with adjustable height, and a polished
cylinder was placed above it. The hydraulic press (PerkinElmer)
applies a pressure of 55 MPa (1t) for 30 min at 70 °C. On the
resulting pellet, two electrodes (Pt and Cr) with a thickness of around
100 nm were deposited via physical vapor deposition. Their active
area was1 cm2.
Structural and Optical Characterization Techniques.
Through measurements of scanning electron microscopy, the
polycrystalline nature of the perovskite pellet is observed (Figure
S6a). The X-ray diﬀraction pattern (Figure S6b) shows the most
prominent peaks with the (110), (220), and (310) peaks at 14.1, 28.4,
and 32.1°, respectively. The peaks indicate the tetragonal MAPbI3
phase with an I4cm space group. These values are in good agreement
with comparative XRD data of a typical MAPI ﬁlm.58,59
Electrical Measurements. The chronoamperometry experiments
and the impedance spectroscopy (IS) characterizations were carried
out with a PGSTAT302N potentiostat from Metrohm AUTOLAB.
Measurements of current and impedance were carried out under
several long-time DC bias conditions in the range of ±10 to 0 V. The
samples were kept in the dark at 295 K with N2 circulation in order to
prevent from humidity- or oxygen-induced degradation.
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